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This project investigated that lack of awareness surrounding sustainability in textile dyeing.
It resulted in the design of an app to provide information about sustainability in the textile
dyeing industry and to connect consumers, dyers, designers, and people involved in other
parts of the textile manufacturing process with one another, promoting supply chain
transparency. Research from this project was also used in the thesis project.
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Problem Statement

The dyes used in the textile industry are damaging to
the environment and human health. Many people,
both in and outside of the textile industry, lack the
resources, knowledge and connection between supply
chain levels to affect widespread change.

Image 1. River in Tirupur, India dyed by runoff from Netaji Apparel Park
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Why is this interesting?
We all wear clothes. We all want to live on a planet with clean water. Our clothes
shouldn’t be produced in a way that harms people and the planet.
What is the problem to be solved and why is it a big deal?
The problem on which this project focuses is how
how workers and dyehouse owners don’t have the resources to advocate for
sustainable improvements to their workplace that can also improve their health and
the health of those in the surrounding community. I
While there are many environmental issues in the textile industry, the pollution
caused by dyes is one of the most visible. Because of the amount of pollution
caused by textile dyes, there’s a saying that you can predict the upcoming fashion
trends based on the color of the rivers in China.1
What are the sustainability concerns related to the project?
-Water pollution
-Water use
-Use of petroleum in extracting chemicals to create dye

Image 2. Groundwater polluted by textile dye
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What is the change/change in behavior to be brought about by this design?
Consumers need to be more aware of the effects of the garments they buy. They should be
able to communicate with and support textile workers. At its core, the behavior change
brought about by the design is a change in the consumer, to be more aware of their impact
and communicate with workers, and for workers to then be empowered to advocate for
sustainability, for their own health and safety and simultaneously for that of the environment.
What potential design strategies will be explored in the project?
-Collaborate across disciplines
-Consider the planet and all that inhabits it as a key stakeholder in any project
-Apply the Precautionary Principle
-Design with empathy for humanity
-Design for innovation
What potential solutions will be pursued?
-A way to open communication between consumers and workers, and between workers who
are far apart
-A way to educate consumers and workers about the sustainable changes that can be made to
improve the impacts of textile dyes

Image 3. A Japanese-owned textile dyeing facility in the Tianjin Economic-Technological Development Area in Northeastern China.
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Research
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Methods of Dyeing

Fabric can be dyed as a whole piece, or yarn is dyed before being made into fabric.
Garments can be individually dyed, piece by piece, or as a whole.
Fiber is scoured and pre-treated before being dyed. A mordant is added to the fiber or
the dye (or both) to make sure the color will last through washing and light exposure.
After dyeing, fiber is usually rinsed until the water runs clear.
Two of the most common types of dye used are disperse (for synthetic fiber) and
reactive (for natural fiber).
Other popular types of dye2:
1. Basic- These are water soluble and in its most basic composition, they are used for
acrylic fibers.
2. Direct-Direct dyes are not very bright and are used when dyeing fabrics like wool,
silk, and even cotton.
3. Mordant- When Mordant dyes are used, other chemicals are added so that the color
binds better to the clothing. The major type of fabric used for mordant dyes is wool.
4. Vat-This type of dye requires alkaline solution. Without the alkaline solution these
dyes cannot dye fabrics. Cotton is one of the major fabric used with this type of dye
because it can be done very quickly.
5. Reactive- These dyes need a reactive process like adding alkaline solution or heat for
the color to set in.
Other types of synthetic dyes include sulfur and pigment dyes.

Sustainable Options
From Sustainable textile dyeing processes by Gunasekar Varadarajan and Ponnusami
Venkatachalam:
1.
2.
3.

using alternate eco-friendly auxiliary chemicals
textile pretreatment to minimize use of auxiliary chemicals
enzymatic textile processing to minimize use of auxiliary chemicals3

low-impact dye: dye that has been classified by the Oeko-Tex Standard 100 (an
international certification process) as eco-friendly. Generally, low impact dyes do not
contain toxic chemicals or mordants (which fix the dye to the fabric), require less
rinsing and have a high absorption rate in the fabric (~70%).4
Natural (not using synthetic chemicals, typically made from plants) dyes aren’t practical for
large-scale production and use metal mordants which can have a negative impact on the
environment.5
Specific example of a sustainable option:
Dystar Cadira Reactive (for cellulose fibers)
Cadira Polyester (for synthetic fiber)6
Avitera SE by Huntsman7
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Questions to Consider

How might we…

Other questions to research:

How might we connect the public with dyers?

What is limiting the change to sustainable dye practices?

How might we help the public understand the effects of
the textile dyeing industry?

Why are sustainable dyes not used more often?

How might we make it easier for dyers to find more
sustainable options?
How might we influence fashion designers to choose
sustainably-dyed textiles?

What do factories/brands need to make the switch?
What sustainable dyes are available?
What is already being done/what mainstream brands are
using sustainable dye practices?
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Who are the stakeholders?
Workers
-Are an important part of the process of becoming more sustainable.
-Can be the key to a lasting, sustainable model when leaders follow these steps8:
1. Empower your people
2. Set a North Star
3. Include everyone
4. Measure and report performance
5. Celebrate success
àUnions can also help activate change within workers and help them advocate for safer
working environments. There are many unions of textiles and garment workers across the
world, particularly in areas where most textile production is happening.9
People living near factories, where wastewater is polluting water sources and air is
contaminated. Below is an excerpt from an article detailing the experience of living near textile
factories.
“On the worst days, the toxic stench wafting through the Genda Government Primary School is
almost suffocating. Teachers struggle to concentrate, as if they were choking on air. Students
often become lightheaded and dizzy. A few boys fainted in late April. Another retched in class.
The odor rises off the polluted canal — behind the schoolhouse — where nearby factories
dump their wastewater. Most of the factories are garment operations, textile mills and dyeing
plants in the supply chain that exports clothing to Europe and the United States. Students can
see what colors are in fashion by looking at the canal.”10

Stakeholders with the most power to make decisions
about what dyes are being used:
Brands
Designers
Retailers
Factories (and the people who own and run them)
Dye manufacturers
On a lower level,
Consumers àhave buying power, can affect brands’ decisions 11
-And they are affected by the environmental damage, sometimes
distantly and sometimes more directly, depending on location

The Biosphere
-air
-water
-resources extracted (e.g., petroleum-based chemicals,
metal mordants)
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Stakeholders, cont.
Dye manufacturers have power
because they create the dyes and set
prices. While they are influenced by
the desires of textile and fashion
companies, they have the ability to
make decisions about what goes into
their dye and how they must be used
to be effective.

Textile/fashion
companies (dye
house clients)
Dye Manufacturers
Dyers

Decision-making power

Consumers

Environment

Textile/fashion companies have
power because they can choose
which dyes to use, and demand from
these companies for more
sustainable dyes will influence dye
manufacturers to put more focus on
sustainability. While their decisions
are influenced by consumers, they
are the ones who make the decisions
about what materials they use and
what audience they’re trying to
reach.

People living near
dye houses

Dyers are the ones who go between
textile/fashion companies and dye
manufacturers and find the type of
dye requested by the client. While
they can choose to only use more
sustainable dyes, they still need a
client base in order to stay in
business, so they are subject to the
availability of sustainable dyes and
clients who are willing to pay for the
more sustainable options.
Consumers have the power to
demand sustainably-dyed products. If
the more sustainable dyers are more
expensive, textile/fashion companies
are less likely to use them unless they
know people are willing to pay more.
The environment and people living
near dye houses have little to no
power but are affected by the choices
made by those are a higher level.
All stakeholders are connected to the
environment, because all people are
affected by the environment.
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Stakeholders: Connections and Leverage Points
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Notes From Observation
Email from Not Just Lace, a NYC-based dye house:
“I do not have any chemistry background so I do not really
know the science behind it all. Of course there are things we
would hope could get better like being able to dye without
water which I know Nike & Adidas and some other
companies have started researching and doing but the
process is very limited in what fibers can be dyed and the
equipment is so expensive that it is not even realistic . This is
one industry where we are just stuck in and no one has
seemed to really find better ways to dye. There are lists of
dyes which they call restricted dye lists now which consist of
fiber reactive dyes which do not have certain chemicals in
them that traditional dyes have. The problem with these are
that you end up using 4-5 times the amount of salt you would
normally use and they are more expensive then traditional
dyes which are called direct dyes and in fashion where
everything is price driven many people do not want to pay
that difference.
There are natural dyes but that is not a realistic option yet.
They are hard to get large quantities of. You also have issues
with color fastness and issues with the natural dyes
penetrating evenly and they are extremely expensive. for
instance 1 LB of indigo dye can be anywhere from 50-80 per
LB and a traditional direct dye that will get you the same
indigo shade may be in the 5-10 per LB range. ”

Notes from visit to Not
Just Lace, conversation
with owner Christian
Drankwalter

-The city filters the water, so less water
pollution is happening in NYC than overseas at
larger, less regulated dye houses
-It is difficult to find skilled workers: someone
would need at east 4-5 years of being an
assistant to be able to replace current workers
-Sustainable dye options tend to cost more
than standard
-When a client asks for sustainable dyeing, they
almost always end up changing their mind upon
learning the cost
-If a client does use more sustainable dye, they
have to charge more for the garment, which
can make it more difficult to sell

v

-Natural dyes are only useful for garments that
are high end and made in small quantities
-Reactive dye is pushed as the eco-friendly
choice because it uses less water, even though
it’s not really that much better than other dyes
-If money was no option, he’d choose to use
Dyecoo’s waterless CO2- based dye that Nike
has been using, but that requires a huge
machine that is expensive and would be too
large for any dye house in the city

-Greenwashing is a big problem: people say
products are organic even when it’s not, or call
petroleum-based products organic even though
that’s not the kind of organic most people are
looking for, Drankwalter says “They can say
whatever they want.” based on experience
dyeing garments that he knows are not organic,
but are being marketed as organic (and other
similar situations)
-It’s up to the dye manufacturers to tell dyers
what’s in the dye, but a lack of knowledge
about chemistry can cloud the dyer’s
understanding
-When a client asks for more sustainable
dyeing, it’s up to the dyer to do the research
and hope they’ve made the right choice, even
thought chemistry and sustainability aren’t
their areas of expertise
-The burden should be placed higher up, on dye
manufacturers to give clear distinctions and
descriptions of the effects of their dyes

-Rotary machines use less water
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Notes From Observation, cont.
Notes from ITAC
Manufacturing Day:
Fashion
Panels focusing on local
manufacturing and
diversity and inclusion in
the fashion industry

In NYC, manufacturers tend to do smaller orders or
samples that are then sent overseas for mass
production
An issue that local manufacturers are facing is a dying
workforce- there’s dwindling interest in factory-type
jobs and fewervpeople have the skills required for
sewing and dyeing jobs
None of the panelists mentioned anything at all
relating to considering sustainability- originally, a
panel based on sustainability in fashion was
scheduled but it ended up being cancelled

Greenwashing can get in the way! A
Examples:
company may have one line of
sustainably produced pieces and put
• H&M claiming to make
that at the forefront of their
sustainability efforts while being a
advertising, even though it’s a tiny
major supplier of fast fashion12 is a
part of their production, so then they
tricky subject because they say
have a good image and feel like their
their plan is to be fully sustainable
work is done. While moving toward
by 2040, but their business is
sustainability can take a long time
based around selling cheaply
with many small steps, many
made garments that aren’t meant
v to last. While it is possible that can
companies create one line of less
impactful products and promote
change in the next 20 years, they
themselves as being a sustainable
are already claiming to be
business.
“conscious” and sustainable in
some areas before having reached
that point.

C&A has created a Cradle to Cradle certified denim and put out a case study to
show what all had to be considered/what changes to typical denim design and
manufacturing were made.14 The Cradle
v to Cradle jeans were dyed with
DyStar® Indigo Vat 40% Solution, similar to the traditional method of dyeing
denim with indigo.
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• Walmart sustainability (to
somehow undo the damage done
by the products sold in stores/by
its other brands)13

13

Format/Design Ideas
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Ideas
Potential concepts
• Website tracking dyes and supply chains
o Encourages transparency
o Simple language so dyers and textile
companies understand what they’re
using
o Help people understand impacts of
the dyes they are using
•

Line of communication
o Between workers and consumers
o Between consumers and brands
o Social media to raise awareness and
provide a way for people along the
supply chain to connect

•

Educational resource for textile companies
and dyers
o Show effects of dye on environment
and human health
o Show alternatives and their effects
o Use clear, simple language to be
easily understood
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Ideas

Homepage
CHAT

Why switch?
Basic overview

WHY SWITCH?

Potential options: first is
more all-encompassing and
broad, second is more
specialized based on
audience

HOW TO SWITCH
LIST OF
SUSTAINABLE
BRANDS

Both have a chat feature- the
main goal is to design a
system for communication
and information sharing

Effects on
human
health

Effects on
environm
ental
health

News articles

Homepage

Information about different
dyes, LCAs, etc, would be
part of both, to show the
differences in impact

Resources for:
workers
consumers
designers
manufacturers

Can be used by
any member,
breaking down
barriers of
distance and
status

Chat
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Links to unions, info on sustainability directly
relevant to their health, leaders who have helped
advocate for textile workers
Links to info on effects of the dyes used on their
clothes, sustainable options, worst offenders/best
examples, how to pressure brands
Links to benefits of demanding sustainable
suppliers
Links to business benefits of sustainability, steps
to make the change, options of suppliers of dye,
chemicals, etc.
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Solution
In order to be accessible by and able
to connect the most people, the final
concept is a website optimized as an
app geared toward consumers, dyers,
and brands. It will provide current
news about dyeing, education about
the effects of textile dyeing,
information about and comparison of
more sustainable dyes, and a blog
featuring posts by people within the
industry.
While it can be accessed on a
computer, an app provides quicker,
more direct access than a website.
Trends show that more people own
smartphones than laptops or PCs
(https://blog.globalwebindex.com/tre
nds/device-usage-2019/) (to be added
to citations), so making the website
aimed at mobile use first is more
practical when trying to reach a wide
audience.
After talking to a dye house owner, I
learned that cost and unclear
information are major barriers for
people working in the textile dyeing

industry.
When a dye house client wants their
textiles dyed in a more sustainable
way, they often change their mind
after learning about the added
(financial) cost. Even if they decide to
charge more for the finished product
in order to use more sustainable dye,
the dyer must conduct research to find
out which dyes are better. The
information provided by dye
producers tends to be vague (e.g.,
“40% less water used” without
specifying in which stage the dye
requires less water) and only covers
the use phase, not the sourcing or
end-of-life.
Information about the chemical
makeup of dyes can be found on the
site in clear, simple language.
A barrier encountered while working
on this project was a lack of
information to accurately compare
dyes through existing frameworks
(LCA, Okala Impact Assessment).

Academic papers on life-cycle impacts
of certain dyes can be found, but it’s
not possible to accurately compare
dyes when one study shows the
impact of black reactive dye on wool
and another shows the impact of
orange dye on knit cellulose fiber (for
example). On top of that, the data
available is either too vague or in
language that can only be
comprehended by those with
extensive chemistry knowledge.
Creators of this site will work with LCA
software creators to expand their
catalog to include the chemicals used
in textile dyes. This way, comparing
dyes becomes simplified and more
accessible.
The site will be advertised to fashion
students, designers, people working in
dye houses, and consumers who are
interested in sustainability. From
there, the goal is for it to spread to
consumers and designers who haven’t
given sustainability much thought or
haven’t been willing to do extensive
research on their own.
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Information for the educational
resources will be provided by people
working in dye manufacturing and
sustainability professionals who are
experts in textiles and dyeing. Blog
posts will be open for submissions by
textile workers, dyehouse owners,
fashion designers, environmental
safety advocates, and anyone
interested in sharing their path to
choosing and advocating for more
sustainable fashion.

The following page is an
illustration of how the app could
look. This version has relevant
news articles on the home page, a
chat feature, educational
resources, and a blog with pieces
written by people in the industry
(textile and/or sustainability).
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Dye Better

Dye Better
Blog
Why I Made
the Switch

By Dye House Owner

Chat
Blog
Resources

About
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi
ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in
voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu
fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint
occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in
culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id
est laborum.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis
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Dye Better

Dye Better

Chat
Log in

Resources
Users online now: 23

Effects of the textile dyeing process

or sign up

Comparison of different dyes (standard and
more sustainable alternatives)

Topics

Rating of companies based on sustainability
of dyeing

*create new

How to help

working in a dye house
designing sustainable
fashion
how to choose sustainable
dyes
ideas about spreading the
message
Audrey Hunt SD-7620-10-W14 The Practice of Sustainable Design 11.1 11/10/19
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Research for
Content
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Content

In addition to user-created content on the blog and through the chat function, the
website will include educational resources about the effects of textile dyeing and
more sustainable options.
News articles about the textile dyeing industry and its effects will be on the main
page to help users keep up with advances in dye technology and stay aware of the
negative impacts of the industry.
LCAs and impact assessments of different dyes will be available for comparison.
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Content: Notes, News Articles

Below: Washington Post article, “The dirty secret
about your clothes” by Esha Chhabra16

examples

From Texdata International
article15
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Content: etc

Examples of the types of
news articles on the
homepage:
From NPR and WBUR’s Here
and Now, The Environmental
Cost Of Fashion17

For “Resources”
section: example of
a how-to on making
textiles more
sustainable, by O
Ecotextiles19

From Ecotextile, Textile
dyeing plant 'turns river red’
18
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Content: Dye Life Cycle Research

The following pages show exercises in comparing life cycles
of different types of dye. Because the information about
different dyes is inconsistent, LCAs and Okala Impact
Assessments may not be the best way to fully understand
the differences in the dyes, but they do offer some idea of
the differences in fixation rates and water and steam use.
These types of studies will be included in the app to give
dyers a better idea of what dyes to use. Having different
types side-by-side makes it easier to compare, rather than
tracking down information from many different sources.
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Content: Dye Life Cycle Research

Three of the types of dye used to dye cotton:
•

Standard reactive (synthetic dye used for
cellulose fiber)

• Avitera SE (a more sustainable type of reactive
dye)
• Indigo (natural dye)
In this exercise, the life cycle of the dye is considered
over when dye is fixed to fiber, as opposed to
following the life cycle of the textile that has been
dyed.

While the reactive dyes are both
petroleum-based, the more sustainable
one fixes to the fiber better, requires
less water and steam, and the water
temperature used is lower, saving
energy. Because of the higher fixation
rate, it also has a less polluted runoff
from the rinsing stage than standard
reactive dye. The biggest difference
between the two can be found in the
use and end of life stages. Although it
requires water and land space, indigo
has a lower impact in the material
extraction stage because it doesn’t
come from crude oil.
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Overall, the biggest difference between
the two reactive dyes is that Avitera SE
uses less water, less energy, and less
dye, and is less damaging to the
environment in the disposal/end of life
stage. The differences in impact during
creation of the dyes themselves are less
clear.
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Content: Dye Life Cycle Research
Material Extraction

Use: Dyeing fabric

Material Processing

Hot water

Standard
reactive dye

Wetting
agent

Crude oil
Crack crude oil

Salt

Sodium
carbonate

Acetic
acid

Avitera SE
reactive dye

Lubricating
agent

Crack crude oil

Crude oil

Stabilizer

Sodium
hydroxide

Hot water (~1/3-1/4 amount of
water needed for standard
reactive dye) from industrial
boiler

Indigo plant
Dried, turned
to powder
water

Final rinse- ~40-20% runoff
(runoff: dye that runs freely
off the material, not fixed to
fiber)
Remaining dye pollutes water
sources

Sodium
sulfate

Acetic
acid

Alkali

Natural
Indigo dye

Steam – type of boiler
varies, typically
powered by gas or coal20

End of Life (see previous page)

Lubricating
agent

Salt (less than
standard
reactive dye)

Hot water

Use: Finishing

Calcium
hydroxide

Sodium
Hydrosulfite

land
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Final rinse- ~10%
runoff
Steam (~1/3 amount of
steam needed for
standard reactive dye)

Water (rinse
between dips to
deepen color)
Water (final
rinse)

Wash
with pH
neutral
soap

Less dye remaining

Little to no
runoff, but
exhausted dye
bath dumping
pollutes water
sources
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Content: Okala Impact Assessments21
All data is based on dye for 1 kg of fabric,
and considers resource use during the
dye period, with transport data added
when available.
The functional unit is impacts/hour. A
benefit of the more sustainable reactive
dye is that it takes less time to dye fabric
(4 hours to the standard 7).
Clearly the sustainability-minded dyes are
the better option because they use less
water, steam, and electricity, and create
less pollution due to higher fixation rates.
Earthcolors by Achroma uses excess from
herbal/plant-based industries to create
their dye21. The other chemicals and the
process used isn’t clear, they say the dyes
have the same fixation and color standard
as their sulfur dyes, but no further details
could be found. While it is better to use a
renewable resource (plants) than
petroleum to create dyes, Earthcolors
does not currently provide the range of

colors that petroleum-based dyes offer.
This could be due to the fact that they use
waste from agriculture and herbal
industries, and the plants that create
brighter colors (logwood, lichen,
brazilwood, indigo, etc) aren’t used in
these industries or do not create enough
waste to be used in a large-scale dyeing
operation. More detailed information is
required to make an accurate comparison
between Earthcolors and other dyes.
The Okala impact forms aren’t very useful
in this situation because there isn’t
enough data to get a direct accurate
comparison. Most of the entries don’t
have Okala Impact Points, and the
available LCA programs don’t have the all
the parts that go into textile dye. The
amount of dye and resources used vary
between colors and fibers, so to
accurately tell the difference in impact,
the same color and fiber should be
compared.
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Material #1
Conventional Textile Dye
Reactive dye (for cellulose fibers), disperse dye (for synthetic fibers)

Okala has no entry for dye, so I
substituted offset print ink for
reactive and disperse dye
Reactive dye data from Life Cycle
Assessment for the Dyeing and
Finishing Process of Organic Cotton
Knits by K. Babu Murugesh and M.
Selvadass, for College of Textiles, NC
State University22
Disperse dye data from Environmental
assessment of Swedish fashion
consumption by Sandra Roos, Gustav
Sandin, Bahareh Zamani and Greg
Peters for Mistra Future Fashion23
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Material #2
More Sustainable Textile Dye
Avitera SE reactive dye, Earthcolors by Achroma

Offset print ink substituted for Avitera SE
dye. Data approximated from image
above,24 in comparison to data from
standard reactive dye LCA.25 No info
available on exact amounts of other
materials/ingredients used.

Earthcolors is a dye made from waste from
various herbal/plant industries.26 I replaced
saw palmetto27 (for stone color) with Okala’s
points for jute textile. Very little info
available about water, electricity, etc, so
Avitera data was substituted and the dyeing
time is halfway between Avitera’s reported
time and the standard time.
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Conclusion

While there’s a lot of work to be done to create a
sustainable textile industry, this resource can spread
awareness of the problems caused by dyeing, break
down barriers between people at different levels of
the supply chain, and provide educational tools for
those wanting to move to a more sustainable practice.
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